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Hope's Library Receives
Valuable Research Books
It was announced recently that
more than one hundred volumes of
valuable books for research have
been received by the Hope College
library through the efforts of
Gerald R. Ford, representative to
Congress from Michigan's F i f t h
District. In a letter to Dr. Irwin
J. Lubbers, Representative Ford
stated that from time to time Congressmen are allotted certain public documents and that at this time
he was very happy to turn over
those which would be useful to the
library.
Included in the collection are
forty-one volumes on the United
States foreign relations, which contain reports on this country's dealings with foreign nations. There
are thirteen volumes on the Paris
peace negotiations and three volumes on our relations with Japan.
Seven volumes cover the basic
code of laws in the United States.

5 Hope Students
To Present Recital
The next student recital will be
given .December 1 in the chapel
with

Calvin

George

Swart,

Reineke,

cornetist,

pianist,

and

a

brass quartet consisting of Calvin
Swart and Bob Land, cornets, Roger Kramer, trombone, and James
Dykema, baritone, participating.
Swart, accompanied by Elaine
Bolthouse, will play "Sketches for
Cornet and Piano — A Song of
Hope, On Parade, Evening Reverie" by Concone, and "Cantabile
Et Scherzetto" by Philippe Gaubert. The quartet will render "Brass
Quartet No. 1 in B" by Maurice C.
Whitney and "Tarentello" by Felix
Mendelssohn, arranged by Bartholdy.
Beethoven's "Sonata, op. 26," and
"Mazurka No. 43," "Nocturn in E
Fiat Major," and "Polonaise in A
Flat M a j o r " by Chopin will be
George Reineke's selections.

The addition of these documents
will be especially valuable to the
students enrolled in the course in
foreign relations. According to
Miss Hawkinson, head of the History department, another valuable
group of research material is found
in the five volumes of the annual
reports of the American Historical
Society.
This year's conference on higher
Included in the gift are fifty
bound volumes of Congressional education will be held at the UniRecords, which completes the li- versity of Michigan at Ann Arbor
brary's Congressional Record's col- on November 30 and December 1.
The main theme of the conferlection.
ence will be student personnel with
a discussion on such topics as:
"Blueprint for Effective Student
Life," "Curriculum—For W h a t ? "
and "The Campus as a Community." Several prominent speakers,
On November 16, the Hope Col- fully qualified to discuss these toplege Board of Trustees held its ics, have been secured.
Those representing Hope College
regular fall meeting. Dr. John A.
at
this conference will be Dr. LubDykstra presided a t the meeting,
bers,
and Deans Reeverts and
which was held at the First Reformed Church of Holland. Rev- Hinga.

Lubbers and Deans
To Attend Meeting

Board Of Trustees
Holds Fall Meeting

erend Bastian Kruithof, secretary
of the board, also took part in the
proceedings.

L. F. Wood, J. W . Hushes
To Be Assembly Speakers

Attention all Seniors! Milestone Editor Bill Van't Hof
announced this week t h a t all
Seniors pictures for the yearbook must be in no later than
December 7. Local studios
such as Bulford, Underbill,
and Rerfst have been notified
of size requirements of these
pictures. However for those
students who are deawous of
having their pictures taken
at their home studio, a notice
will be posted in the bulletin
containing the specifications.
The staff will greatly appreciate the Seniors' cooperation in this matter.

Eminent Welshman
To Give Assembly
Lecture on Britain

Hope Purchases
Two New Organs
The Music Department of Hope
College announces the purchase of
two new practice organs for the
use of the students of organ. One
of these organs is a Baldwin and
is being purchased from the Vahey
Music Company of Grand Rapids;
the other is a Wurlitzer and is
being purchased from the Meyer
Music House in Holland. These
organs, both electronic, have been
on the campus for a month for
trial and will now be permanently
installed instheir new positions in
the chapel. One will be placed in

Journal To Publish
Article By Ellert

other will replace the old practice organ in the south tower of
the chapel.

The organ presently

in this tower has been there for
twenty years.

It was purchased

secondhand at that time and was
obtained by Mrs. Snow's husband
and three students, who went down
to I l l i n o i s

and dismantled it,

brought it back here and set it
up again.

Needless to

say, the

Music Department feels the new
organs to be a great addition to
their facilities for the students.

Site of New Heating Plant

The Journal of Higher Education

Steam Generator to be Installed
Month, Lubbers Says
President Irwin J . Lubbers an-

Each of the new 3-drum, A-type
ounced recently t h a t the new cen- boilers will have the capacity to
tral heating plant f o r the Hope produce 22,000 BTU/cu. f t . / h r .
campus, a steam generator con- with a maximum efficiency of
structed

by

the

Wicks

Boiler 81.5%. The generator which will
Company, will be installed this soon be heating all of Hope's mamonth. Installation of the new jor buildings weighs approximate-

a plant will be pushed along as ly 70,000 lbs., is 2,750 square f e e t
paper by Dr. Ernest E. Ellert of rapidly as possible by the Howerda in size, and has a furnace volume
the German Department, entitled and Huizenga Construction Cor- of 965 cubic feet. The unit, which
has

<

(

"

accepted

for

publication

"Modern Trends in the Teaching of poration, so that the conversion
German." This paper was read at from old plants to the single plant
can be made during the Christmas
the Language and Literature secholidays.
tion of the Michigan Academy of
A second identical steam generScience, Arts, and Letters at their ator without accessories has been
annual meeting last spring in De- ordered f r o m the Wicks Boiler
Company, and it will be completed
troit.
and placed in the new central heatThe findings presented in the
ing plant building. When the adpaper were based on a question- ditional boiler, which will not be
naire which Dr. Ellert sent out to put into operation until there is
the German departments of nearly f u r t h e r building expansion on the
400 colleges and universities last Hope campus, has been placed in
the heating plant building, t h a t
year. The article will be published
structure will then be completed,
in either the November of Decem- the open panel left for the entrance
ber issue of the journal.
of the generators being walled in.

Conference to Have
Dr. Wood as Leader
On Tuesday and Wednesday, November 22 and 23, four student organizations of Hope College are
sponsoring a Courtship and Marriage Conference for the benefit of
the entire student body. The conference will center around its
guest leader and moderator. Dr.
Leland Foster Wood, eminent marriage relations export and secretary of the Commission of Marriage and the Home for the Federal Council of the Churches of
Christ in America.
John

Williams

Hughes

World Adventure Series
Sends Packages Abroad
Dean Veldman, chairman of the
World Adventure Series, has announced that eight CARE packages
of food have been sent to the Netherlands and Germany this fall.

basement of the chapel, and the

To commemorate the one-hundreth anniversary of the death of
Frederic Chopin, several Hope
music students will present a recital of the works of this artist
tonight at 8:30 in the Hope College Chapel.
Performances as they appear on
the program are "C Minor Polonaise," Betty Schepers; "C Major
Prelude," Don H a z e k a m p ; "G
Minor Prelude," Elton Bruins;
"Bb Major Mazurka," Joyce Post;
" E Minor Waltz," Barbara Costers; "C Minor Waltz," Carol
Crist; "Etude, Op. 10, No. 12,"
Herbert Ritsema; "Etude, Op. 25,
In the near future, the building shown above will house the heating
No. 10" and "Etude, Op. 25, No.
facilities for the entire campus. The open panel in this south side of
12," Jean Ver Beek; "Ab Major
the building will be the point of entrance for the new boiler unit that
Polonaise," George Reineke; and
will heat the campus buildings.
"Rondo for Two Pianos," Marion
Slinn and Margaret DeVries.
The students appearing in the
concert are studying under Mr.
Milton Johnston, Miss Jantina Holleman, and Mrs. Harold Karsten,
faculty advisers in the Music Department.

On December 6, John Williams
Hughes, lecturer, world traveler,
commentator, and author, will be
present at Hope college to speak
on "Present Condition in Britain."
Mr. Hughes is a Welshman who
has taken a prominent part in the
political, literary, and social life of
Great Britain and Europe.
During World War 2 he served
with the artillery, and later at the
Army School of Education in India. He visited India's great cities
and explored the jungle. He also
visited several American missionary hospitals, colleges, and a leper
colony. In the last British election,
Mr. Hughes was a candidate for
Parliament.
On his recent tour around the
world he was a guest of the President of the Philippines and the
Dutch Chief of Staff in Indonesia.
His published works include,
"They Shall Not Perish", "Into Exile", and "Man from Syria".

Marriage Relations

the newly built organ studio in the

Students To Give
Concert Tonight

1*

November 17, 1 9 4 9

has a 275 horse power rating, can
develop

a

maximum

515

horse

power output. The boiler is g u a r anteed

to

produce

as

much

as

16,500 pounds of steam per hour
with t h a t steam being of 99%
quality.
The fuel supply f o r the heating
plant will come from a 20,000 gallon tank t h a t has recently been
buried north of Carnegie Gymnasium. The generator will burn
No. 6 oil, a heavy, economical fuel.
This crude oil, having a high viscosity, will be pre-heated in the
tank by electrical means before it
is pumped to be burned.

Frosh, Soph Girls To Clash
In '49 Nykerk Cup Contest
Freshmen and sophomore girls
are now getting ready for their
part in the never-ending competition between the Sophomores and
the Freshmen. Instead of battling
to victory with brute force as do
the boys in the freshmen-sophomore pull, the girls seek to win
over their rivals by using talent
and skill. This is accomplished
through the Nykerk Cup Contest,
which will be held this year on
Monday, November 21 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Holland High School Auditorium.
This is the thirteenth annual
contest. It all started back in 1936
when the late Dr. J . B. Nykerk,
Dean of Men at Hope, initiated the
contest for girls as a counterpart
of the boys pulling contest. He donated the cup which has been
passed on from winners to winners
since 1936.
The general chairman this year,
who is in charge of all the arrangements, is Joan Wilson. As in the
pull, each class has an upperclassman for coach. Mickey Van

Egmond, senior, is the coach working with the Sophomores who have
as their chairman, Muriel Droppers. The Freshman chairman is
Nella Pyle and her coach is Nancy
Smith, a junior. The judges for
this year's competition are Prof.
Harvey Davis of the Music Department, Dr. Clarence DeGraaf of the
English Department, and Prof. Edward Avison of the Speech Department. They will judge on a percentage basis: 50% for the play,
25%
for the musical number and
25r/r for the oration. The present
sophomores lost the contest as
freshmen last year, and the freshmen will try to redeem their class
for losing the pull, so the class
spirit will run high. Admission will
be free of charge to the public.
Hopeites are urged to attend this
promotion of class spirit and competition. In case you don't know
where the Holland High auditorium
is, the address is the corner of
15th St. and Pine Ave. That is just
one block west of River Avenue
on 15th St.

The conference will be officially
begun Tuesday morning with Dr.
Wood's opening lecture at the regular Tuesday morning assembly.
The theme of his address and of
the entire conference will be
"Beaus and Belles to Wedding
Bells" and will involve a presentation and discussion of the problems and difficulties facing young
couples who are seriously contemplating marriage. Dr. Wood
will be engaged for individual conferences both Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons and will also be
guest lecturer for several regular
class meetings on those days. On
Tuesday evening the YWCA and
YMCA, two of the conference cosponsors, will meet together for a
panel discussion on the conference
theme with Dr. Wood as leader. A
faculty member and a boy and girl
student will comprise the rest of
the panel, and the specific topic
under discussion will be entitled
"From Liking to Loving".
Similar Conference

At Manchester College in Indiana Dr. Wood recently conducted
a similar conference which seemed
to be of considerable value to those
who were present, and it was following this conference t h a t Dr.
Wood was approached concerning
the possibility of promoting a brief
marriage council here at Hope. The
student council and WAL, in addition to the Y organizations on
the campus, immediately arranged
to sponsor the conference. Hilda
Baker is general chairman in
charge of all arrangements, and
her committee is comprised of two
members from each of the sponsoring organizations. Representing the
student council are Eleanor Short
and Peter Kraak; the YWCA,
Eloise Hinkamp and Nancy Vyverberg; the YMCA, Norman Rieck
and Laverne Sikkema; and the
WAL, Ruth DeGraaf and Gladys
To date the chief effect noted Keizer.
by Dr. Vergeer is retarded growth.
The sponsoring groups Teel that
Mutations are likely to occur in such a project will satisfy a disthese bulbs, but this cannot be de- tinct need experienced by many
termined until a new crop is Hope students for concrete inforgrown. In fact, if young bulbs do mation of marital difficulties and
not bloom the first year, they may expert advice on how to meet and
have to be carried over f o r several overcome the obstacles in the way
years to determine if mutations of establishing and maintaining a
have occurred in the flowering
happy home in the midst of modparts. If satisfactory mutations are ern life. Dr. Wood not only has had
found through irradiation, they will extensive training and practical
remain in the bulb, and the new- experience in the study of convarieties can be multiplied. It is ditions involved in modern courtthought now t h a t the neutrons may ship and marriage, but also has a
disarrange the genes in the chrom- sound Christian background to
osomes or eliminate some com- serve as a basis f o r his expert
pletely, thus accounting f o r any of counsel.
these changes.

Vergeer Directs Research
In irradiation Experiment
The tulip, which for years has
they were able to get away a few
times to see some of the operas and
ballets which are presented in the
many summer stock theaters of the
area, and as a part of their work
there Mr. Rider listened to 59 concerts in 40 days. The greater part
brought renown to the city of Holland, may in the near f u t u r e bring
more distinction to Holland and to
Hope College itself in the field of
science. Hope is one of the first institutions in the nation to undertake research in the peacetime application of atomic energy. Irradiation experiments have been conducted on approximately 500 tulips
to determine the effects on the
bulbs of slow neutrons, which are
uncharged particles created in fission process.
The irradiation of the bulbs was
conducted a t the Argonne National
Laboratory in Chicago by Dr. Norbert J . Scully of the radiobiology
division. They were sent then to
Holland to Dr. Vergeer, head of
Hope's Biology department. The
first batch of bulbs was received at
the end of last year, and the majority of them were planted on
tulip f a r m s . Others were retained
by Dr. Vergeer f o r laboratory
study on campus. The bulbs were
dug up a t intervals f o r study.
Field studies were taken to determine if any mutations or other
changes had occurred which might
have affected the number of flowers per plant, and the size, shape
and color of the p a r t s of the flowers, leaves, and stalks.

.

...JB

'

Nancy Vyverberg, a Junior at
Hope, has been assisting Dr. Vergeer in mitotic research. One of her
jobs required t h a t she stay up to
collect and preserve roots every
hour of one night, because mitosis
is known to occur more commonly
at night than during the day.
Through this work she has gained
knowledge and practical experience
in this field.

Club Will Attend
Play Production
Plans have been completed by
the English Majors Club to attend
a production of the play, "The
Corn Is Green," to be presented by
the

Civic Association

of

Grand

This irradiation program has Rapids on December 5. Each year,
been set f o r a period of five years. as p a r t of its program, the group
By f u t u r e experimenting it is attends some play in place of a
hoped to (1) find more reliable pro- regular monthly meeting f o r the
duction

methods f o r commercial purpose of formulating construcbulb growers, (2) speed up t h e tive literary criticism to be disprocess of reproduction in plants, cussed at a f u t u r e meeting. Also
(3) increase r a t e of variability, (4) on the program f o r this year are
study the possible h a r m f u l effects, several speakers and a meeting
and (5) lead to a study of animal designed f o r the review and dislife along the same lines.
cussion of some best selling book.

y
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cluded, but elsewhere in the world, war still
rages. Elsewhere, there is social and economic depression and starvation. We should
give thanks that we live in a country where
there is freedom of the inalienable rights of
man. We should be thankful that we live in
a country where prosperity and plenty are
the keynotes of life.
We do have much to be thankful for, and
at this Thanksgiving time we should pause in
our feasting and merry-making, to reflect on
our good fortune. And at the same time we
should pause to consider in what ways we
can show our appreciation of the many
blessings which God has seen fit'to bestow
upon us.
D. K.
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Thanksgiving
As Thanksgiving draws near, we usually
think of the time-honored customs surrounding this day — a huge dinner with all the
trimmings and general good times. It seems
as though most of us in this day and age
have lost the original meaning of the time
when we should "gather together to ask the
Lord's Blessing."
The early Pilgrim story of Thanksgiving
is well known to all of us, but is the meaning
of that story still pertinent to our lives? The
main idea which we reflect today is that of
the proverbial feast with slight emphasis on
actual thanksgiving.
It should be a time of giving thanks. We
have much to be thankful for today. The
actual combat which this country was engaged in during the war has long been con-

German Club
Holds Informal
Meeting
The German Club held its first
meeting October 31, in the lounge
of Van Raalte Hall. It was an informal social gathering with German songs and games being sung
and played, and new members welcomed.
A certificate of appreciation was
presented to the German Club from
the German Youth Association, an
association sponsored by the United States Government. Last year
the German Club of Hope College
sent school supplies over to Oberammergau, Bavaria, to this Ger*
man Youth Association.
Beatrice Folkert resigned as
president and Jayne Baker, last
years vice-president, was elected to
the position. The vice-presidency
went to Esther Schmidt. I t was decided that the German Club should
meet regularly the second Monday
of each month.

Dr. Balazsi To Address
Kappa Delta Members
Kappa Delta will meet on Monday, November 21 at 7:30 P.M. in
the basement of the chapel. Dr.
Elizabeth Balazsi will speak on
"Student Life and Religious Life in
Hungary Today". There will also
be some special music. All girls
who are

interested

in full-time

Christian service are cordially invited.

riage education at the University of North
Carolina. From that tentative start, marriage courses have come to be part of the
curriculum in almost 600 colleges today. Anc
the results of these courses have thus far
been very gratifying. It is satisfying to know
that four organizations on the Hope campus
have recognized the possibilities of education
for successful marriages and have taken action to utilize these possibilities by sponsoring a courtship and marriage conference.
The conference can be a very practical anc
helpful thing. It is hoped by those sponsoring it, that the conference will be of aid in
providing answers to such questions as the
following, which were submitted by Hope
students at a recent Y meeting for possible
consideration at the conference: How great
a degree of like interests is necessary for
successful marriage relationships? What constitutes a happy marriage ? What should you
look for in a wife or husband? To what extent should spiritual feelings be discussed
before marriage. What are the problems involved in marrying someone of another faith ?
Is religion necessary? Should sexual relationships be discussed before marriage? How
can young people get over being afraid of
sex and marriage, so they can lead a fuller
life? Is birth control a part of the Christian
home ? Love or infatuation — how does one
know it's love? What is petting? Is it wrong?
How strict should parents be?
Marriage is basic to society; in Christian
society it has always been considered an
honored estate. The sacrament of marriage
has been called "an outward and visible sign
of an inward and spiritual grace." As such,
the Christian takes marriage seriously, and
asks questions like those listed above.
The marriage relations conference provides
a concrete means of seeking and finding the
answers to problems of courtship and marriage, most important phases of life to all
men and women, especially to Christians. As
such, the conference should be welcomed by
Hope students with enthusiasm.

Hopite Presents Paper Comedy, Readings
At Chem Club Meeting Highlight Meeting
The second meeting of the Chemistry Club was held Wednesday,
November 9, at 4 P.M. The speaker
for the meeting was Allyn Stillman, one of the senior members,
who presented a paper entitled,
"Zinc, Antimony and Lead: Metallurgical Study, Quantitative Analysis, Separations and Uses". Mr.
Stillman worked during the summer in a metallurgical laboratory
and obtained first hand information about these three metals. However, extensive research added to
the completeness of the paper.
Mr. Reinold Fett gave a report
on the first aid kits, which have
been placed by the Chemistry Club
in the stockrooms of every laboratory. This is the Club's first project
for this year.

ADD Closes
Season W i t h
Annual Dinner
On November 15 the ADD or-'
ganization had their regular dinner
bringing to a close this year's football season. The dinner was held at
the Dutch Mill Restaurant at 5:30
in the afternoon. Professor Albert
Lampen, the adviser, his wife, and
all of the members of ADD were
present. ADD members are: Jayne
Baker, Joyce Baker, Doris DeVette,
Cynthia Fikse, Beatrice Folkert,
Nancey Lee Corp, MaryLou McRae, . Jeanne Toussaint, Gladys
Keizer, Kathy Sharp, Dorothy Fenema, Joyce Post, Jeanne VerBeek.
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'Social Revolution Botermans Awarded
U. of M. Scholarship
Is Changing China,' Karel Botermans, Hope college
Senior from Wassenaar, a suburb
Esther Tells IRC
of The Hague, Netherlands, has
A v m k c C

Poor Prifchard's Almanac
It's A Man's World
A Bostonian in Texas "What's
that old wreck of a building over
there?"
Texan: M "That's the Alamo, whar
a small group of Texans held off
three times thar number fo' three
whole days."
Bostonian: "Well, what's that
statue over there?"
Texan: "Tha's a Texas Ranger,
who killed sixty-seven Apaches,
and captured three hundred single
handed. Whar yo' from, s t r a n g e r ? "
Bostonian: "I'm from Bosto?». We
have our heroes, too — Paul Revere, for instance."
Texan: "Oh, yeah. He's the fellow that rode for help, ain't h e ? "
It's A Woman's World
Ilka Chase: ". . . therefore, gentlemen, I firmly believe that these
homeless refuge children should be
admitted to the U. S."
Congressman: "Do you mean to
say that you would take a child,
sight unseen "
Ilka Chase: "I didn't see my own
child until a f t e r she was delivered."
Recommended BookH
"The Life & Times of the
Shmoo" — A1 Capp.
" W h i t e C o l l a r Zoo" — Clare
Barnes, Jr.

Rev. Joseph Esther, missionary
o China, addressed the Internaional Relations Club on November
9. Rev. Esther stated that there is
an extreme social revolution taking
place in China at this time. The
outcome is not clear, he said, nor
dependent upon Marxist principles
alone, since the family system is
the greatest factor to be reckoned
with.
Rev. Esther went on to describe
the family system, telling t h a t
each village is a single family with
a single name. The Chinese do not
regard themselves as individuals,
but as a unit in the family setting.
All decisions are made by the oldest able member of the family. Democracy has a toehold in a rudimentary way as these families or
villages are grouped together in a
heirarchy of ten families, then one
hundred, then in a unit comparable
to our counties.
The villages care for all the local
needs, such as caring for the old
people, the orphans, and the administration of schools. The Chinese have a deep respect for the
departed, being very careful not to
cross the ideas of these ancestors.
This reverence amounts to worship. During the reign of the emperors, "Heaven's will" was proclaimed yearly by them. The present lack of resistance to communism is partly due to the fact
that the Chinese feel that it is
"Heaven's will."

just received notice of a graduate
school scholarship at the University of Michigan, it was announced
today by Dr. Ella Hawkinson, head
of the History Department.
This is Karel's third year at
Hope college having come here
with a group cf twenty Dutch students in 1947. Before coming to
Hope, Botermans received his A.B.
degree from Groningen Agricultural College in the Netherlands.
At Hope he is majoring in the social sciences, but is expecting to
get his master's degree specializing
in political and social thought.

Book Review

The weaknesses of the family
"Lost Grass of Blue Green Mea- system are its village feuds and its
dow"— Scott Appledosher, III.
openness to bribing and corruption.
It seems James loves Mae who It renders China unfit to cope with
loves John who loves Alberta who the idea of a central government
loves James. There are intimate and makes it difficult to establish
scenes of tragedy in the making democracy on a national plain.
hours of anguish in the character's The Chinese people think of govtroubled hearts; then all reac ernment only in terms of what it
"Tears, Idle Tears", "Paradise can give them. They cannot cope
Lost", have a long revealing talk with the modern economic system
with Professors J. Ivan Dykstra because there is no cooperation beand James Prins, and then all go tween groups." The universal misout and commit suicide. The ending trust that one Chinese holds for
is very sad.
another will hinder the communists.
Rev. Esther went on to describe
Recommended for all students
the
land of China, and its enormous
who failed literature classes, am
acceptable as outside reading in population, 6/7 of which live in
English, History, Philosophy, Psy- 1/3 of the territory. He gave a
chology, Math, Physics and Greek brief account of their culture and
history, telling that the same
Overheard
Gnade: "Why did you tell my treaty in 1842 both legalized the
wife what time I came home las opium trade and allowed missionnight when I told you to be quie aries to enter China.
The Chinese religions no longer
about i t ? "
have great force with the educated.
Stoner: "I didn't tell her. She
In their place, China will either
asked me what time it was, and
have Christianity, Democracy, or
told her I was so busy eating
Communism. The latter may bebreakfast that I didn't notice."
come a new religion and new inteLeverette acted as if he was in grating factor for the Chinese
terrible pain. "What's the mat- people, since a nation cannot live
t e r ? " asked Moerland.
in a social vacuum.
• "Pfingstel hit his thumb with a
After the Revolution of 1911 and
hammer."
the birth of the Chinese Republic
"You shouldn't cry over that," under Dr. Sun Yat Sun, who was
mission trained, the united China
said Abe. "You should laugh."
was making such rapid progress
"I did laugh," groaned Ed.
that the Japanese attacked when
Long Distance Operator: "The
they did because they felt another
rate is $1.20 f o r three minutes, and
year might be too late.
30 cents for each additional minIf the communists today can adute."
minister China, they will be doing
Pritchard: "Do you take any- something no one else has been
thing off for just listening? I want able to do. The Red government is
to call my wife."
clean and honest for the first few
I've heard that Professor Van months, but the characteristics of
Saun was escorted through a Mich- the people will break through.
igan Penal Institution by the war- Only time will tell whether Chinese
den. They passed through a room Communism will be Titoish or more
where two women were busy sew- closely tied to Moscow. The Chinese
ing. As they went out of the room are united philosophically with the
the Professor said, "My, my — Russians and feel that they have
what hard-looking women! What common ideas and a common
enemy.
are they here f o r ? "
Masie Korteling introduced Rev.
With ice in his voice, the warden
explained: "They are here because Esther a f t e r a short business meetthey have no other home. This is ing led by president Bill Laughlin.
o
my private living room and they're

A studio performance of "Yours
and Mine" by Ella Mae Daniels,
and a group of readings by Marvin
Mepyans and Richard Leonard
highlighted the November meeting
of Palette and Masque. June Dunster as Katherine Flowers, Roy
Adelberg as James Flowers, Helen
Naden as Mrs. Hopper, and Robert
Stoppels as Dad Flowers were cast
in the one-act comedy. Richard
Leonard and Raymond Martin directed the play, which was taken
to a meeting of the Women's Literary Club of Holland on Novem- my wife and mother-in-law."
ber 8, and will perform for a similar audience in Saugatuck tomorrow.

Counselling
Service Continues
To Grow

Marvin Mepyans read "Too, Too,
Solid Flesh" from Hamlet and
"The Dagger Scene" from Macbeth. Richard Leonard specialized
in American ballads from "The
The Counselling Service of Hope
American Song Bag" by Carl SandCollege
has recently been busy
burg.
with plans of expansion. Professor
Crew members for the program
Haverkamp, head of the service,
were: Phyllis Leach, Amy Silcox,
announces the addition of a new
Donald Lubbers, Berdean Young, secretary, Mrs. Alex Mc Millan, a
Alfred Arwe, Verne Elliott, Marvin student wife, and hopes soon to
Mepyans, Bernard Yurash, Martin have book shelving installed to
Mepyans, Edward Avison, Douglas help in the arrangement of supplies.
Gunther, Dale De Witt, and Robert
Last week final results of FreshStoppels.
man entrance tests were made
The next meeting of P & M will available to Freshman students
be held December 1 in the Little through their individual faculty
advisors. These tests, based on
Theater.
psychology, reading ability, and
general culture are intended to help
"Jesus Christ is the centre of the student plan his f u t u r e course
all, and the goal to which all of study and to help him improve
individually.
tends."—-Pascal.

Mr. Botermans is on a half
tuition scholarship at Hope and is
earning his board, room, clothes,
and spending money through three
jobs. He is employed at the Holland Cotton Company, the Book
Nook, and waits table at one of the
college dining halls.

AAUW Awards
Tuition Scholarship
To Fikse
Cynthia Fikse recently received
a full-tuition scholarship for her
senior year here from the Holland
chapter of the American Association of University Women. This
scholarship is given to an upperclass woman who shows outstanding promise in the field of education. This is the first year the
scholarship is being awarded. Applications will be accepted by Miss
Metta Ross of the History department a f t e r January 1 for next
year's award.

Italy, Iran, Norway
Give Scholarships
Italy, Iran, and Norway have
been added to the list of countries
participating in the Fulbright
scholarship awards. Italy is offering approximately 35 awards and
Norway 20.
The scholarships provide travel,
tuition and maintenance for study
abroad for one academic year. An
applicant must be an American
citizen, have a college degree or its
equivalent by the time the candidate takes up his award and a
knowledge of the language of the
country sufficient to carry on his
studies abroad.
One application and several letters have been received by Mr. Edward Wolters, campus secretary of
the Fulbright committee. All applications must be completed byDecember 1, 1949.

Motion Pictures Seen
By Math-Physics Club
Two interesting motion pictures
were the highlight of the MathPhysics Club Wednesday evening.
Under the supervision of Professors Kleis and Folkert the club
president James Wolterbeek, an enjoyable program followed the pictures.
In explanation of the club, president Wolterbeek said, "The MathPhysics club is open to all majors
and prospective majors in math or
physics. The purpose is to ease the
tension of classwork by showing
the practical side of the subjects.
Interesting speakers and programs
are being arranged, and it is our
hope that more students will take
an active part in the organization."

Everyone interested in the organization is advised to contact
President Wolterbeek, Vice President
John Ryskamp, Secretary
The Hope College Biology Club
Donald
Hazekamp, Treasurer Robwill hold its first meeting of the
year tonite. A lecture on Anes- ert Erickson or Professor Clarence
Kleis.
thesia will be given by Dr. H. Tenpas of Holland. Dr. Tenpas, who
has spent considerable time studying at the Mayo Clinic in this University of Rochester
field, will give a very interesting
and enlightening summary on the To Use Smouse's Paper
types, uses, and methods of adminOne Sunday during the summer
istering anesthesia.
of 1947 a couple of fellows from
Plans for the coming semesters Rochester University, Rochester,
will be mapped in order t h a t the w. Y., were in the audience of the
members will be assured of an in- Congregational Church in Marseilteresting program for the year. In es, Illinois. Due to the absence of
addition to numerous films and lec- the minister, they heard Ken
tures by outside speakers, it is Smouse read his freshman Bible
hoped that throughout the year term paper, "The Healing Ministry
original papers in fields of biology of Jesus ' They were very much
will be presented by various mem- mpressed by the paper — s o much
bers.
so that the other day Ken received
In the course of the evening a a letter from Suzanne Willens.
discussion will be held regarding president of the sophomore class
prospective new members who have at the university, asking for a copy
met the qualifications f o r club of Jus paper which is to be read at
membership.
one of the chapel exercises.

Lecture On Anesthesia
To Be Presented Tonight

••

HOPE

Organization Plans
Afternoon Service
Plans are being made by the Musical A r t s Club f o r two coming
events, the regular November
meeting and a Vesper Service in
remembrance of Pearl Harbor.
Plans are under way f o r a
Pearl Harbor Vesper Service to be
held Sunday, December 4, in the
chapel.. The Chapel Choir and both
Glee Clubs will participate, and
various other musical numbers will
be presented.
The next regular monthly meeting will be held Monday, November 28. Program chairman Myron
Hermance is making plans for this
meeting, to which all music majors
and others interested in music are
invited.
The addition of the "Alma Mater
H y m n " to the chapel hymnals is
another project which has been undertaken by the Musical Arts Club.
Copies of the hymn have been
fastened in the back cover of every
hymnal. This work was completed
this week.

Joint Y Meeting
Features Skating
Last Tuesday YWCA and YMCA
joined forces in a skating party
in Carnegie Gym instead of the
usual meetings. Devotions were
held at the usual time in the
chapel, and the groups adjourned
for an evening of fun, fellowship,
and spills.

%

Thus f a r the Carnegie "Skating
Rink" has been a busy place Friday and Saturday evenings with
an average of 70 students enjoying this activity each evening.
This has not been a capacity
crowd, but there are indications
that numbers will increase. A special class is being held in the fundamentals of skating f o r beginners.
A musical program featuring
Leon Dykstra, Sam P i c k e n s ,
George Reineke, Roger Hendricks,
Roger Johnson, Don Bos, Earl
Ekkerson, Walter Kline, Chung
Sun Yun, and Roger Kramer was
the highlight of the YMCA meeting November 8.
o

Dr. Schrier Presents
Armistice Day Address
Dr. William Schrier, Head of the
Speech Department, addressed the
students of Holland High School at
10:45 a.m., on November 11, at
their annual Armistice Day celebration, using as his subject,
"Peace Is Possible."

4«

The essence of Dr. Schrier's
speech was t h a t the best way to
honor those who died f o r us is to
see t h a t their sacrifices have not
been made in vain. Remembering
this we should rededicate ourselves to the cause of peace, not
war, throughout the world. He
urged the students to hold on to
their youthful ideals. "If we will
truly honor the dead," he said, "we
should believe and believe mightily
t h a t Peace is Possible."
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The Midwest Regional American
Library Association Conference on
November 9-12 was attended by
Miss Singleton and Miss Schuppert
of the Hope College Library.
Dorothy Thompson, Virginia Kirkus and Dr. Robert Leigh were
among the headline speakers. In
addition to attending section meetings Thursday, conference deleg a t e s viewed exhibits set up in the
basement of the auditorium. Booths
of more than 50 of the nation's
publishing houses were represented
in the exhibit, as well as several
educational displays. Miss Singleton regrets t h a t she was unable to
attend the lecture on "Color Harmony" in libraries, since she is
Construction of the new women's dormitory (shown above) is pro- very interested in adding color to
ceeding favorably.
The architect of the structure,
Ralph R. Calder the Hope Library.
of Detroit, recently visited the campus to view the realization of his
"Some things new" have been
plans. He was very much pleased with the progress that the builders
added to the library in the form of
have made.
new books. Among them a r e :
"Rural Life in Argentina," Taylor;
"The Violent Men," Meigs; " F a i t h
and History," Niebuhr; "History
and Historians in the 19th Century," Gooch; "Philosophical FounRehearsals are under way for dations of India," Rider; "OccupaNine piano students of Mr. Milton Johnston performed at his the Apprentice Play "The Em- tional Information," Shartle; "Fedhome last Monday evening. This peror's New Clothes" adapted from eral Employees in War and
was the first student recital of the the Hans Christian Anderson fairy Peace," Cahn.
tale by Charlotte Chorpenning. Edschool year.
To aid students in preparing
ward Avison, director of dramatics, their term papers, the Reader's
Mr. Johnston's son Hewitt was
will be director of the play, as- Guide for the last twenty years are
first to perform. His selection was
sisted by Raymond Martin.
now in the circulation room near
the "Minuet from Don J u a n " by
The
cast
is
as
follows:
Zar,
the card catalog.
Mozart. Thei Prelude and IntermezDick
Caldwell;
Zan,
John
Haas;
zo from the "C Major Toccato"
and " F u g u e " by Bach was played Ling, Verne Elliott; Mong, Jane
by Earl Jakel followed by Arlene Noxon; Fah, Dick Blouin; The
Ritsema, who performed the first Gong Boy, Wynetta Devore; Old
movement of Beethoven's "Sonata, Woman, Betty Anne Koch; Han,
Opus 9," Hendrick Meyer played Jack Boeskool; The . General, Tom
Harold Klaasen, treasurer of the
the Brahm's "Intermezzo Opus 118, Malewitz; The Emperor, Alfred
Alumni
H Club announced t h a t a
Arwe; The Empress, Mary Sandy;
No. 2."
Child, Berdean Young; Weavers, special meeting of the Alumni H
Chopin was the most popular
Doug Gunther and Dale DeWitt. Club officers was held immediately
composer of the evening as shown
Members of the cast were chosen p r e c e d i n g the Hope-Kalamazoo
by the number of his works given;
from new students on campus who game. The purpose was to make
Jake Buseman, "Waltz in C Sharp
showed an interest in dramatics, a "rough" of the by-laws of the
Minor, Opus 64;" Elton Bruins,
and old members of Palette and organization.
"Prelude in G Minor, Opus 28, No.
Treasurer Klaasen expressed the
Masque who have had little or no
22;" George Reineke, "Polonaise
e n t h u s i a s m of the club, and
acting experience.
in E f l a t Opus 53;" Margaret De
This play, written originally for stressed the cooperation and parVries, "Etudes Opus 10, No. 6 and
ticipation of its members. "The
Opus 25, No. 2;" and Carol Crist, children's theater, has had enorganization will go f a r in f u r t h e r "Waltz in C Sharp Minor, Opus 64." thusiastic response from adult audiences as well. It takes play in ing the athletics of Hope ColAll students appreciated the cupthe city of the Emperor in a land lege," he said. His statement was
cakes and coffee served by Mrs.
much like China many years ago. heartily endorsed by the other ofJohnston a f t e r the recital. Sallie
The three-act play will be pre- ficers of the club, including Hope's
Lawson and Dick Reinemann also
sented J a n u a r y 18, 19, and 20 in Director of Athletics, Dean Milton
attended the recital. The next stuthe Little Theater.
Hinga.
dent recital will be December 5.

Students Perform Apprentice Play
A t Johnston Home Rehearsals Begin

Club Formulates
Tentative Laws

Again this year many of Hope's
students maintain part-time jobs
which enable them to meet part of
the expense involved in acquiring
an education. The college itself
employs many of these. Last year
the number of these students
amounted to 272, but although the
statistics on this year's student
employment by the college are not
completely totaled, the estimate is
somewhat less than last year's
total, approximately 225.
However, this is not an absolute
figure, nor even a maximum estimate. The possibility of greater
student employment as the college
year progresses is quite likely, but
it can be assumed from figures already available at the business
office that the total will fall somewhat short of last year's. This
situation is r a t h e r unusual in light
of the comparatively scant employment available during the summer
months and the resulting difficulty
many students encountered in finding work.
About 80 of the approximately
225 students now in the school's
employ work in the dining rooms
at the Temple Building and Voorhees Hall. A small majority of
these men, but of the overall total

employed by the school, it is estimated by Mr. Rein Visscher, Director of Dormitories and Dining
Halls, t h a t at least 60%, or more
than 185, are women. Besides
working in the kitchens and, a t
Voorhees, waiting table, a large
number of women act as telephone
operators, assist the faculty in various ways, and do secretarial work
for both the faculty and the administrative staff. The men also
serve as faculty assistants, and in
addition they perform some janitorial work and do odd jobs about
the campus which require manual
labor. Not included in the figures
quoted above are the many students who serve as chapel monitors during the course of the college year.
The work offered by the college
does not provide earnings sufficient
to cover the total cost of tuition
and living expenses f o r each student employed, for the total work
available
must
be distributed
among such a great number; but
the

DUTCH MILL RESTAURANT

Want a Refrigerator?
Just Enter the Contest
If there is anyone who thinks he

Where Good Food Prevails
Private Dining Room for Family Style Feasts

employment

offered by

the

school aids materially in providing
higher

education

to

many

who

otherwise might have been unable
to attend college.
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PEOPLES STATE B A N K
Wishes for Hope College and The Anchor
the Success it Merits.
S8888888888SS888888S38g888888888888888888888888g

SUNDAES-CONES-MALTEDS

MILLS-PETERMAN ICE CREAM COMPANY
206 College A v e .
88888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888^

PARK VIEW LUNCH
To rate with your date, to g e t that gleam in her eye
Take her down for some Park View Pie

(Next fo Park Theater)
8888888888888888888888888888888888888885

Compliments

^ ^SSSSSSSSS88SS8SSS@SSS@S88SSSS@SSSSS88S8@8i

PHONE 2 1 2 0
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[HERTEL INSURANCE
y j n r i v y

29e.eighth st. holundimich.

or she should be given a new 1950
Chelvador Refrigerator f o r Christmas, be sure to turn in your reply
to the DeVries and Dornbos Furniture Co. by December 1.

Dr.

Clarence De Graff will be o r e of
three judges of the replies who will
decide the winner. This give-away
contest originated with the Crosley
Co., which will also make a number of cash awards.

INSURANCE
6 East 8th St., Holland, Mich.

A

MONEY

SAVER.
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$5.50 Meal Ticket $5.00
The Best in Home Cooking. Give it a Trial.

BULFORD STUDIO

TULIP RESTAURANT

PORTRAIT

NICK DYKEMA, Tailor

K & B Hat Shop

^sssssssssssssssssssssssssss&ssssssssssssssssss

23 East 8th Street

Whether it's refreshment

W A R M FRIEND FLOWERS

Or something hot you need

DuSAAR'S
10 East 8th Street

*
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THE W A R M FRIEND
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FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

For Your Convenience

Get Your Stationery at the

.

Private Dining Rooms for Social Functions
JERRY HELDER, Mgr.

Dolores Freyling
Is Our College Representative

BLUE KEY BOOK STORE

THE LATEST IN
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Attention . . . Hope Students
Have You Ever Tried Our Economy
Fluffed Dry Service at 12c per Pound ?
SAMPLE BUNDLE: — 3 shirts, 2 drawers, 2 undershirts, 1 pajama, 3 pairs
sox, 6 handkerchiefs, 2 sheets, 3 towels, 3 wash cloths. Average weight,
6 pounds — 72c.
Note 1: — You may have any or all of the shirts in this bundle finished at
15c each.
Note 2: — YES, WE DO DRY CLEANING, safe and absolutely odorless.

MODEL LAUNDRY, Inc.
eassasaassasssssssssssssasssssassaassssssassssasi

Where
True Dutch Hospitality Prevails
AIR CONDITIONED DUTCH GRILL

Want to Write a Letter?

97 EAST EIGHTH ST., HOLLAND

. . PHOTO FINISHING

S e e

OPPOSITE GRAND CENTRAL

B8SSS8SSSS8SS8S88S3SSS8@88SSSSSS8S88S&SS8S!S8@883
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For . . . GIFTS AND GREETING CARDS

SNACK SHACK

MILLINERY

V*

Telephone 9 6 0 8

For . . . PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES

Above Sears Order Ofiice

Menu that you Read.

PHOTOGRAPHY

52 East Eighth Street

For

SUITS TAILORED TO MEASURE

Make certain it's the Snack Shack's

EXCLUSIVE

Many of Hope's Students
Maintain Part-Time Jobs

!S!8s s

Ali Forms of Insurance
Ph. 7133

A N C H O R

Librarians A t t e n d
Midwest Meeting

Building Progresses Well

Ben Van Lente & Son V i s s c h e r - B r o o k s

177 College Ave.

COLLEGE

PHONE 3625

888888888888888888888888®

YOUNG
SPORT

MEN'S

888

SUITS

COATS—SLACKS

COVERT AND GABARDINE TOP COATS
NEW MODELS — MODERATE PRICES

LOKKER RUTGERS CO
^888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888885

CORDS
The Netherlands
Record and Gift Shop
213 River Ave.
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Hope Orchestra
Offers Concert

Athletic Blankets
To Be Distributed

Oratorical Contest
To Be Held Jan. 7

The Hope College Orchestra, under the direction of Morette Rider,
presented the first of its series of
concerts last Thursday night, November 10, in the Hope Memorial
Chapel.
The varied program included
"Toccata" by Frescobaldi, "Siegfried Idyll" by Wager, "On the
Steppes of Central Asia" by Borodin, "Trumpet Prelude" by Purcell, "Short Overture to An Unwritten Opera," and "Polka from
'Schvanda the Bagpiper' " by Weinberger.
The orchestra is composed of
f i f t y members and its next performance will be the presentation
of the "Messiah," on the thirteenth of December.

Long-awaited H-Club blankets
are finally going to be distributed
by the Athletic Director Milton
Hnga to men who won them in
1942. At t h a t time it was impossible to get the athletic blankets because of war-time shortage of wool.
Blankets will be sent to Don De
Fowle, Grand Rapids; Everett
Kleinjans, T a l m i d g e C o l l e g e ,
China; Harvey Koop, Grand Rapids; Seymour Padnos, Holland;
James Baar, Holland; Martin Bek<en, Kalamazoo; Elmer Morgan,
Herkimer, New York; William
Tappan, Ann Arbor; Ken Van Den
Berg, S a n D i e g o , California;
George Vander Hill, Muskegon;
Ray Van Ommen, Cleveland, Ohio;
Gil Van Wieren, Spring Lake; John
Visser, Hope College Faculty member; George Slaper, Detroit; Jack
Bass, Grand Rapids.

The topic f o r the Extemporaneous Speaking divisions of the
Peace Oratorical contest has been
announced by Dr. William Schrier
as " A r m a m e n t and World Peace."
The local contests will be held before Christmas to choose representatives to the Michigan Intercollegiate Speech League meeting to
be held J a n u a r y 7 at Albion College. Any interested s t u d e n t s
should contact Dr. Schrier, director
of forensics, who is in charge of
this activity.
Besides the Peace contests for
b6th men and women, the Adelaide
contest for women and the men's
Raven contest will also be held before Christmas vacation.
A r t h u r Ponstein won first prize
in the MISL event held at Hope
last year, and Louise Loula took
second place in the women's contest.

25 Couples Attend
Pot-Luck Supper
On Tuesday night, with Van
Raalte lounge looking festive in
fall decorations, the Hopeives held
their annual pot-luck supper. About
twenty-five couples attended. The
girls really outdid themselves, with
many varieties of hot dishes, salads, pies, and cakes. Beverages
were served by the committee. The
meeting was in charge of Mrs.
David Coleman, assisted by Mrs.
Robert Hogan.
The p r e s i d e n t , Mrs. James
Blane, announced t h a t the next
meeting will be the Christmas
party. Since plans are still tentative, f u r t h e r announcements will
be made.

Comcil
At the last Student Council meeting, the first visible effects of our
new constitution became apparent.
Council members were elected to
various

" W h a t is a m a d r i g a l ? " This
question is the one most students
ask. Although the madrigal song
form originated in Italy a s . f a r
back as the 13th century, it was
really most popular in 16th century England during the reign of
Queen Elizabeth. Ben Jonson am
other famous poets wrote the
words for these songs.
The Hope College Madrigal Singers consist of twelve students who
sing unaccompanied, the old English madrigals. For variety they
also sing more modern songs. At
present the group is practicing on
an English program to be given
in the Playshop, with Elizabethan
readings by Mr. Avison's speech
students. The singers also hope to
present later the Brahms "Liebeslieder" waltzes, with a two-piano
accompaniment. A new member o '
the group is George Muyskens,
bass. Another tenor is still needec
and any men interested should see
Miss Holleman, director.

and

members of the faculty sat with
the Council. The appointments to
the

Two Movies Entertain
Elementary Teachers

Madrigal Singing Began
In 13th Century Italy

faculty committees,

The first meeting of the Elementary Teachers Club was held
Monday, Novembar 7. Prospective
teachers, always on the lookout for
new ideas and discussions that may
help them ; in their work, were entertained by two movies presented
by Miss Haberland of Washington
school.
The films weve entitled "Pioneer Days" and "We Make Butter,"
and they proved to be both interesting and amusing. The films
are being used in the Holland Elementary schools, "We Make Butter" being shown to the primary
grades.
Interesting projects are being
planned for the club, including a
trip to some laboratory school or
progressive school system, observing a reading class from the Holland schools, and testing the maturity levels of elementary school
children.
Adding appetite to interest, the
announcement of refreshment was
enthusiastically received and the
meeting ended with refreshments
and informal discussion.

various

faculty

committees

were as follows: Bill Hinga, Athletics; Connie Shilling, Library;
Cynthia Fikse, Chapel; Roy Lumsden, Student Direction; Walt Scholten. Educational Policies. This week
the Council will vote for people to
fill the remaining vacancies on the
faculty committees. Each committee is to have three student representatives. One of which is to be Alcor Makes Plans
from the Council. The new faculty
For Future Activities
Student Council members are Prof.
The monthly meeting of Alcor
Granberg, elected to the Council
for three years. Dr. Dykstra, elect- was held at Gilmore Cottage on
ed for two years and Dr. Hawkin- Wednesday, November 3.
It was decided to sell cider and
son, who will serve for one year.
doughnuts as well as the regular
It was also voted by the Council
food in the girls' dorms on Tuesday
t h a t the lounge be kept open to evenings, and to sell stationery on
all students in the evenings rather
the first floor of Van Raalte.
than have it closed for the meetDr. Billips was introduced as one
ings of a particular organization.
of the new sponsors.
This motion carried the provision
The group plans to see the play,
that the lounge was to be kept
"The Taming of the Shrew" in
open to all only if steps could be
Grand Rapids in February but, as
taken that would change the lounge
yet no definite date has been set.
into a recreation center during the
The business meeting was folevening. Roy Lumsden was aplowed by a social period in which
pointed to investigate the possibilMiss Reeverts served refreshments.
ities of a student recreation center.
ssssssssssssessssssssss*
A committee was also appointed
to improve the regulations and locations of the bulletin. Their results: t h a t the bulletins remain in
the same location as now except
Needs Try
that the bulletin board on the main
floor, Van Raalte Hall, be placed
in the middle of the large bulletin
board in the entrance of Van
Raalte allowing room for last minute notices to be tacked up.

Governor Of East Java
Lectures On Indonesia
Dr. P. H. Angenent, GovernorGeneral of E a s t J a v a spoke before
a large group of students in the
Y room November 11 on the topic
"Realization of Indonesian Independence." Dr. Angenent served as
a civil servant of the Dutch in
Indonesia f r o m 1933 to 1949; his
longest ^ength of 'service being
with the Agracian bureau. He was
interned by the Japanese and since
his release has used his efforts in
the rehabilitation of the Indes.
At the outset, Dr. Angenent
sought to make clear that the Indonesian Republic was not identified with the rest of Indonesia
which now forms the United States
of Indonesia. The Dutch had difficulty with the Indonesian Republic
(which _ was a republic in name,
only) alone. There were two police actions b e f o r e t h e U N O
stepped in. Finally on November
2, 1949 the issue was settled peacefully at the Hague.
The terms of the agreement
were: (1.) From J a n u a r y 1, 1950,
the whole of Indonesia will have
complete sovereignty; (2.) The
Netherlands will sponsor them for
UN membership; (3.) The Netherlands and Indonesia will form a
loose union of two equal states in
their mutual political and economic
interests. Indonesia is not part of
the Empire. Each government will
have a high commissioner with the
rank of ambassador in the other's
country. The only basis of the
union is the mutual desire of the

Music Department
For Your Footwear Acquires Records

Borr s Bootery
21 W . 8th St.

Do It Yourself Af The

WASHERY

Steketee - Van Huis
PRINTING

SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY

HOUSE, Inc.

210 Central Avenue

The Music Department has recently acquired several new albums of classical records according
to Miss Holleman, teacher of Music History. These albums consist
of 17th and 18th century songs,
sung by the great Italian bass,
Ezio Pinza. Two albums f r o m the
Columbia History of Music Series,
"Medieval Music," and "Twentieth
Century Music," are especially interesting. Also new are some records for use in Music Methods
courses: "Basic Rhythm," "Basic
Listening" and "American Indian
Music." These and other albums
are available in the library browsing room for use by any interested
students. Two turntables are provided in the library with individual
earphones making it possible for
students to listen without causing a
disturbance.

H O P E

We Are Proud to Have Hope College

Avison To Give Reading
At Holland High School
Edward Avison of the Speech
and Dramatics Department will
read as part of Holland High
School's Thanksgiving assembly
program.

Test O f Aptitude
In Music Is Given
The Seashore Test for musical
talent was given last week to Miss
Holleman's class in Secondary Music Methods. Developed at the University of Iowa by the music psychologist, Carl Seashore, the test
is a scientific a t t e m p t to measure
musical ability. The test makes no
attempt to measure aesthetic taste
or coordinating skill, but measures
sensory capacities in pitch, rhythm,
melodic memory, etc. Students who
took the test feel t h a t it is one
good means of diagnosing talent,
especially with a large group, but
is by no means a final prediction
of musical success.

C O L L E G E

J E W E L R Y

POST'S
As Our Neighbors

Jewelry & Gift Shop
Phone 2326

"Don't Be Cold

VETERANS!!

10 West 8th St.

$888888888888888888888888888883888888888885*553888

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Be COALED''

We Earnestly Solicit
TEXT-BOOK

HOLLAND MICHIGAN

COMBU STIONEER

and

AUTOMATIC

COLLEGE SUPPUES REQUISITION CARDS

Westing Coal Co.

STORE

Deposits Insured up to $5,000

STOKERS

BRINKS
BOOK

WATCHES — GIFTS

Telephone 4506
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YOUR

DIAMONDS -

9 E. 10th St.

BAKER FURNITURE, INC.

Votaw, Stephens, Doig,
Are Elected Officers
A t their meeting November 7,
the Camera Club elected its officers f o r the year. They are: President, Charles Votaw; Vice-President, John Stephens; and Sec.Treas., P a t Doig. At this meeting
the members also ratified their
Constitution. Wednesday, November 16, was set as a work night.
A t t h a t time the new members
learned dark-room techniques. December 4, a contest is to be held
among the members f o r the best
photos of campus scenes.

Indonesia and the Netherlands
need each other. The Netherlands
is small, overpopulated and some of
its people must go abroad to make
a good living. Indonesia needs the
trained Dutch to administer business, shipping and manufactures.
The Indonesians are brilliant people and are capable of doing these
jobs when trained. At present and
in the past, the people have had
little inclination toward business.
Their wants are simple and easily
satisfied and they see no reason
to work when it is not necessary.
The Dutch and the Indonesians
must work together to keep the
Indes running and to preserve law
and order. Unless there is a stable
government, Indonesia might become prey to communism. A government modeled a f t e r our own
will work in Indonesia. The whole
democratic world can only profit
from a stable government in the
Far East.
Besides expressing the views
given above, Dr. Angenent also
spoke on the "Significance of Indonesian Products f o r the U.S.A.,"
in the third hour economics class.
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Dykstra Presents
Philosophy Report
A report on William James's
"Pluralistic Universe" was presented at the November meeting
of the Philosophy Club in Van
Raalte Monday evening November 7.
There was a large turnout for
the report, which had been prepared by Allen Dykstra, Hope
graduate and student at Western
Theological Seminary. D y k s t r a
pointed out the conflict between
empiricism and rationalism which
James considered in his book.
The meeting was opened to discussion a t the conclusion of the
paper. The remarks f r o m the floor
were directed by President of the
Philosophy Club Raymond Rosenberg.
Monthly meetings of the club are
held on the first Monday of every
month. Faculty adviser to the organization is Dr. Walter Van Saun

two countries to work together for
their common interests.
The United States of Indonesia
have drafted a constitution a f t e r
the U. S. form. As a nation, we
hold a high place in their opinion
because we also fought for our
independence; b e c a u s e of t h e
America's sympathy f o r the underdog; and b e c a u s e w e granted
Phillipine
Independence. Pundit
Nehru opposed all foreigners in
Asia and we have supported him
because we feel he is the last
strong Asiatic bulwark against
Communism.

'

T. KEPPEL'S SONS ^
JOHN VANDER BROEK, Prop.

48 E. EIGHTH STREET
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CITY KITCHEN
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NOW OPEN
•

SAVE

SAVE

AND

ALL

DAY

Coal...Builder's

Supplies

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS AND VARNISHES

W E D N E S D A Y

with
CASH

Established 1867

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

CARRY

PLATE DINNERS
at Popular Prices

MICHIGAN CLEANERS

68 East 8th Street

I. HOLLEMANS, Prop.

Open 7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.

232 River Ave.

• Closed Only on Sundays •
1
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COSMOPOLITAN
On Oct. 28, members of Phi
Kappa Alpha heard a serious paper
entitled "The Cosmopolitan Ideals,"
presented by Bill Lainp. Cosmo
Roger Visser took care of the
humor f o r the night, and Cosmo
Jack Boeskool sang a solo accompanied by Cosmo Phil Fredrickson.
The meeting was o p e n e d with
prayer by Cosmo John Tien.
Another literary meeting was
held Nov. 4. Cosmo president, Bill
Jellema, called the meeting to
order and Cosmo Vern Schipper
offered the prayer. Cosmo Ozzy
Ganley presented an imaginative
serious paper which he called "Our
World in 100 Years." Cosmo Don
Van Ry " p u t o u t " with the humor
in a paper titled "Hospital Life."
Cosmo Bob Albers and Pledge
Dick Ruch played a cornet duet,
"Companions." The applause called
for "more." Cosmo Paul Kranendonk gave a critical evaluation of
the evening's fun.
o
KNICKERBOCKER

ARCADIAN
Sixty Arcadian members and
pledges attended last Friday evening's meeting in the Chapel basement. P r e s i d e n t Harvey Moes
opened the meeting. Jim Hakken
provided the devotions. A two-man
job, direction of the song and accompanying, was taken by Lee
Sneden. Great advancement was
made in the realm of impromptu
music by the amazing quartet of
four Arcadians — Drummer DeWolfe, Bass-fidler Reineke, Trombonist Miedema, and Pianist Borgman.

Fraternities Mail
Bids To Fill Quotas

&ororTti?0

Fraternities have sent out their
second group of bids to fill their
quotas f o r the year. Dean Milton
Hinga requested the bidding in order to include as many men as posCongratulaions to the football
sible in fraternities.
players for a wonderful season!
The new members a r e : Arcad- Hope leads again — some colleges
ians: Khaldoon Eshoo, L a r r y Fab- only have men — we have football
rinni, Robert Land, Johannes Men- players, too!
kin, Kamil Muktar, Bill Sailor, and
Have you noticed?
Ketenia Yifru. The total of new
members is 32.
Mrs. K. is bubbling lately . . . .
Cosmopolitan: Albert Boers| Ad- It must be the new dining hall
rian Bruinink, Bob Helmholdt, arrangement.
Evie Van Dam's on that steady
George Hoekstra, Kermit Hogendiet
again — still wishing to be
boom, Louis Isenring, Edward Sanchez, James Sill, and Kenneth Van Small-e-gan!
When you're average, you're as
Wieren. Cosmos have 25 new memclose
to the bottom as you are to
bers.
the top!
Emersonian: John A. Van Anrooy, making a total of 31.
Scene: Senior girls looking at
Knickerbocker: Rod Boersma,
Vern Elliott, Edmund Hoener, the new dorm.
Mary: "Don't give up, girls; It
Ivan Huyser, Ronald Lumley, Ray
took
centuries to build the pyraMilne, and John Skelton. Twentysix new members were added to mids and they were a government
job."
Knicks.
It's wedding bells for Mike Byl
real soon — tomorrow, in fact.

Overheard:
Dr. Yntema: "Remember when
there was only one car in the garage?"
Vet: "You mean instead of two
families?"

Halloween

New Theme Lines:
"Sleepy T i m e G i r l " — H i l d a
Baker.
"School Daze" — Student Teachers.
Everything's "Going My W a y "
— Esther Schmidt.
"Give Me Five Minutes More" —
Anchor Reporters.
Philosophy Department: Life can
be a daily bath of joy, but you
have to take the trouble to turn
the faucet on.

J. & H. DE JONGH
GROCERY
Across from West Hall

Students at

LIEVENSES BOWLING ALLEYS
ZS8S

y

SANDWICH SHOP
S O D A BAR

AND
369 River Avenue

WESTRATE'S

EVERYTHING FOR THE COED TO WEAR

SIGMA SIGMA

night

both the

On the evening of Nov. 2, Sorosite pledges arrived incognito in
the basement of the chapel. A Columbia Record walked in singing
"This Is a Lovely Way to Spend
the Evening," and the bidding began. Each humble slave was sold
to a most worthy master with a
hope t h a t dorm rooms would be
cleaned once more. Among those
present were an Amoeba (false foot
and all), Bugs Bunny, a Dagwood
Sandwich, Mahatma Ghandi (singing "He's Too Thin f o r Me"), a
bottle of perfumed Tigress, a set
of uppers, a banana, a squeeze
box, one thin dime, a Christmas
tree, a toothbrush, a lamp, a tombstone, and a doughnut. Chairman
for the evening was Connie Shilling.

and the Delphian pledges
were on the prowl. A variety of
optical illusions under the aliases
of song titles were forced on the
auction block by the unyielding
Kathy Veltman, marking the end
of freedom. Slavery had begun!
The theme of Halloween was
carried through f o r Delphi Date
Night, on November fourth. Our
dates were entertained by square
and round dancing. The program
included a serious paper on the
origins of our Halloween customs,
by Donna Sluyter, a humour paper
in the form of a ghost story, by
Nancylee Corp, and a musical number by Ellie Veenschoten. Refreshments made the evening complete.
Delphis entertained their Cosmopolitan brothers a t a "Barber Shop
Session" on Nov. 11. Devotions
were led by Lynn Van Weelden
and Eugene Marcus. Dorie Adams
gave the "Long Haired Stuff" on
the history of barbershop singing.
The Cosmo Nine and the Beauty
Shop Quartet rendered "Close
Harmony." Humorist Jack Boeskool gave us all a "Close Shave."
All was summarized in "Town
Gossip" by Jan Vander Borgh and
Lamont Dirkse. Food was served
as a "Tonic" completing another
eventful and successful DelphiCosmo gathering.

Wanted: The Van Wingen technique in Juke Box Methods — better known as, "play it again."

F O R RECREATION
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Ifo 'KtcffaUwitches

The manager of WHTC, Mr.
Paul Nesper, discussed various
phases of radio. One of the important jobs on a radio station is
selling time to business men for
advertising. The stations depend on
advertising f o r income. Mr. Nesper
also presented a few problems of
the announcer, by whom the station and business men are represented. Television vs. radio problems were presented by Mr. Nesper
F r a t e r n a l Society has not added
Kappa Eta Nu warmly welcomes as a post script to his informative
talk.
to
their original group of 31 new
its new pledges and extends to
members.
"Rastus Johnson's Pants" was
them the brotherhood of Knickerbocker. William Aldrich, George the title of the humorous poem
Kamps, Ken Glupker, Marvin Mep- ably given by Clayton Borgman,
yans, Hardy Ensing, Robert Eyer- who put the pledges in a good Debate Coach Ponstein
ly, Kenneth B r i n z a , Anthony mood. Pledges were then notified Becomes Proud Father
Zalinka, Bernard Ozinga, Albert about the slave sale which will be
If any of you debaters are noticJohnson, Alvin Vander Kalk and held tomorrow night. The meeting
ing
a change in your coach, LamC h a r l e s Gifford a r e t h e n e w was adjourned.
bert
Ponstein, stop worrying. It
pledges. Also pledged to Knickerisn't "Nationalization of Industry"
bocker are A r t h u r Brockner, Gorthat is making him pace the floor
EMERSONIAN
don Jones, Joseph Gross, Howie
at night. On October 30, Mr. and
Van Dahm, Charles Dykstra, KenOn Friday evening, Nov. 4, the
neth Pollard, Verne Elliott, Ed Emersonians held a business meet- Mrs. Ponstein announced the birth
of a daughter, Mary Elizabeth. We
Hoewer, and John Skelton.
ing at the f r a t e r n i t y room. MeanMembers and pledges were re- while, the pledges met with Pledge- can be assured the Debate Team of
cently entertained at a literary master Larry Masse in the Chapel 1969 will have one well-trained
meeting with the moving pictures basement and were indoctrinated member. Congratulations Mama
of the Hope-Monmouth and Hope- in the mores of the fraternity. and Papa Ponstein!
o
—
Hillsdale football games. A tip of A f t e r the business meeting, the
the hat goes to Dean Veltman who pledges joined the regular memconducted the showing of these bers in the f r a t e r n i t y room for a Former House Director
films.
literary meeting. The meeting was Marries Hudson Banker
Prof. Haverkamp has again con- opened with prayer by Bob HenAnnouncement has been made of
sented to be the f r a t e r n i t y ' s ad- ninges. Bob Dennison, master of the marriage on October 1, of Mrs.
viser. We are indeed happy and ceremonies, presented Dave Hager, Charlotte Parsens, formerly
proud to have him back with us.
who read a serious paper entitled house director on campus, and Mr^
Friday evening, Nov. 4, Knick- "Gaugine and Van Gogh." It was
C. W. Clapper, a banker from
men and their dates took advantage very interesting but also a little
of the ideal weather conditions and puzzling at times. Gene Harsevoort Hudson, New York. Mrs. Clapper
went on a hayride. From all indi- presented a vocal number and was was house director of West Hall
cations, the moon was at its finest. accompanied by Herb Ritsema. Bill f r o m September 1946 to June 1948.
Hmmm! Miller's Barn provided the "Lump Lump" Sivyer led the group The couple is residing in Hudson
"after-glow."
in a few rousing songs. A humor a f t e r a wedding trip to Florida.
o
paper was given by Ken De Young
FRATERNAL
and Rich Kruizenga entitled "SumOn Nov. 3, a Fraternal society mer Memories." Their combined
meeting was called to order by talents and experiences produced a
F r a t e r P r e s i d e n t Hendrickson chuckle even from the bewildered
Meet Hope
F r a t e r "Groaner" Zwemer led the pledges. The meeting adjourned
group in singing, and really got with the singing of the Emmie
the boys crooning.
Song.
Special music was in charge of
Last week a business meeting
F r a t e r Van Keulen. He introduced and a pledge meeting were held on ^^SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS&i
Miss E. Van Dam, who was ac- Friday evening. At the business
companied by Miss J . Ver Beek. meeting J a k e De Young told about
She charmingly rendered two vocal the delicious delicacies t h a t would
numbers, "Some - Enchanted Eve- be served during informal initia
ning," and "The Desert Song." tion. He also elaborated on the
"Nice going, John," unquote.
idea t h a t each pledge will be sup
F r a t e r Wissink then presented plied with a car on Quest Night
his serious paper entitled "Esper- A f t e r the business meeting, slave
anto." This gave a very inform- auction was held. All the pledges
ative bit of information on the in- sold f o r a good price and it is said
ternational language by t h a t name. t h a t some were so happy with their
F r a t e r " T e r r i b l e " T o m Van lot, that they met their masters
Phone 7997
Wingen had the humor paper for with open arms.
the evening. H e p r e s e n t e d two
poems, one of which proved t h a t
the country can beat the city any
day; t h e o t h e r w a s a stirring
tribute to "Mother." F r a t e r Zwemer moved t h a t the meeting be adjourned.

ELECTRIC SHOE HOSPITAL
Quality Repairing
Polish
Laces

DELTA PHI

Sigma Sigma welcomed their new
sisters in a formal initiation last
Friday at 8 p. m. In the dimly
lighted room, sixteen new members knelt on the traditional gold
pillow, repeated the pledge, and
lighted her candle in the crest from
the g r e a t e r light of Sorosis. President Joyce Baker pinned each girl
with the Sigma Sigma crest, signifying t h a t each Pledge would now
be known as Sorosite: Arlene
Beekman, Marion Eastman, Rae
Eustace, Gloria Gore, Mary Houtman, Gwen Kooiker, Eunice Mayo,
Marjorie Fenton, Ruth Menninga,
Patsy Pas, Catherine Rabey, Marion Riekse, Sally Robinson, Dorothy Ten Brink, Elaine Van Tuinen, and Catherine Wines.
Appropriate devotions were lead
by Joan Ten Hoeve and the serious
paper, entitled, "The Meanings of
the Sigma Sigma Creed," was
given by Dorothy Milne. VicePresident Shirley Gess read the
traditions and their meanings to
the sorority and college. The fellowship was fully strengthened
with the singing of the songs.
Chairman Ten Hoeve, assisted by
Mary Vander Ley, Helen Dykstra,
Dot Milne, Joyce Vinkemulder are
to be commended f o r a meeting
truly "for the glory of Sorosis."

THESAURIAN

On Friday night, Nov. 11, the
Theta room was the scene of the
formal initiation of the five new
Thetas — Lucille Fikse, Louise
Lola, Martha Schoonveld, Jennie
Smit, and Rose Wolters. A f t e r the
candlelight ceremony, led by President Hilda Baker, each new Theta
received a beautiful red rose as a
favor. President Baker also led the
devotions of the evening and this
was followed by the program. Thetas Lorraine Van Farrow, Margaret Schoonveld, and Martha Felton
discussed the main objectives of
the Theta pledge — friendship,
service, and loyalty. Thetas Eleanor Robinson and Cynthia Fikse
DORIAN
entertained in song, singing "My
On Nov. 11, eight new pledges
Task" and "Hold Thou My Hand,
became Dorians in an impressive
respectively. Theta Gladys Keizer!
candlelight ceremony. A f t e r each
accompanied them.
member had repeated her creed of
A f t e r a short business meeting, loyalty and service, they were welrefreshments of cup cakes and ice comed to the sisterhood by Presicream were enjoyed as the new dent Esther Schmidt. Those initiand old members became better ac- ated were Wynetta Devore, Ruth
quainted.
Marie Johnson, Phyllis Leach, Julia Bernius, Margaret De Valois,
Geraldine Hobuler, Marcia Van
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA
Tatenhove, and Maisie Korteling.
Also taking part in the initiation
ASA's talent scout worked up a
ceremony were Marie Haldenwang,
very entertaining program of song,
Margaret Moerdyk, Dot Fennema,
humor, and instruction f o r the
Nancy Smith, and Joan Wilson.
Nov. 3 meeting at West Hall
Speaking of the Dorian room, not
Lounge.
Shirley P l a g g e m a r s led this too much has been said about the
musically talented group of freshman girls in singing of songs of
yesteryear. Sally Palen read Seventeen magazine's opinions on the
perfect parent of the f u t u r e generation. Garbo Zeng lightened the
cares of the crowd by reading a
humorous letter.

thorough

redecorating

A f t e r the program, the group
planned a mixed party and appointed committees. With these
pleasant plans f o r f u t u r e good
times in ASA in mind, the meeting
adjourned.

yellow and maroon.

the

room

has undergone. Under the guidance
of Nancy Smith and Dot Fennema,
"decorators

extruordinaire,"

the

walls were painted a soft yellow,
the floor turned maroon, and the
f u r n i t u r e became slip-covered

in

The Dorian

"three-day project" was finished in
time f o r the Round Robin Tea, to
the surprise of everyone, particularly the Dorians.
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Welcome Hopeites
DE FOUW'S ELECTRIC SHOP

Red or Green Flannel Pajamas

MEYER MUSIC HOUSE

With Brunch Coats to Match I

Student Headquarters
for

HAVE YOUR DORM AGENT CALL

FLOWERS FOR
TKanlisgiving
t

2 4 6 5

•

^

•

RECORDED
JAZZ

•

POPULAR

MUSIC

CLASSICAL

SACRED

HUNGRY . . . ?

Whether you prefer them in a table
arrangement, bouquet or corsage, we will

THE*KOFFEE*KLETZ

take pride in filling your order promptly.
is Ready to Serve You
Remember your hostess with flowers
or to the folks back home send flowers by
wire.

SOUPS—HAMBURGS—CHEESE SANDWICHES

THE HOUSE OF SfRVIGt

Ph. 2465-College at 6 th.

LEAN ECS

These Attractions

EBELINKS FLOWER SHOP

CHEESEBURGER — HOT CHOCOLATE

238 River Ave.

SODAS AND SUNDAES — ROLLS AND COFFEE
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DUTCH GRIDDERS TAKE SECOND
Fall Tennis Crown
Taken By Gnade
The fall tennis tournament
started off this year with fifteen
entries, and ended with the crowning of a new champion, Gerry
Gnade.
In the first round Becksfort
drew a bye; Exo defeated Bos;
Gnade defeated Sell; McMillan defeated DeWitt; Votaw defeated
Vandwege; Bosch defaulted to
VanDis; V a n W i e r e n
defeated
Zwemer; .and Vander Meulen defeated Thompson.

Hope Grabs First Victory
Over Kazoo Since 1940

ginning of the fall tournaments.
Scheduled to play on S a t u r d a y of
Homecoming, the finalists had to
wait until Monday because of bad
weather. Votaw took the first set
6-4. Then Gnade came • back to
take the second by the score of
10-8. From then; on neither of
the- boys could get the necessary
two game margin and because of
In the second round Exo .dedarkness they had to quit with the
feated Becksfort 7-5, 6-2; Gnade
last set tied at 7-7.
defeated McMillan 6-4, 7-5; Votaw
defeated VanDis 6-3, 6-1; Van " On Friday they started all over
Wieren defeated Vander Meulen and again Chuck Votaw took the
first game 6-4. Gnade's services
6-2, 6-4.
started to click and he went on to
In the quarter finals Gnade was
win 6-3.
forced into extra games in both
The score of the final set was
sets by a new freshman, Bill Exo.
Gnade finally won 7-5, 8-6. Votaw 6-1, Gnade on top.
didn't have too much trouble downFor the past three years, "Dufing Van Wieren by the scores of f y " Wade has sponsored the fall
6-4, 6-4.
tennis tournament for the Duffy
The play-off turned out to be Wade medal. Two years ago the
one of the most exciting seen medal went to Ken Ederbee and
around Hope college since the be- last year to Jack Terrill.

Cagers To Meet Western
In December 6 Opener
With ten lettermen returning,
four of them regulars, prospects
look bright for the 1949-50 Hope
basketball team. Coach Russ DeVette is looking forward to another
great season, as he takes over the
coaching duties for his second year.

and

Bill Holwerda, the

stalwart

guards. Bill Hinga, forward; Bob
Wagner and Fred Brieve, centers;
and Bob Dennison, guard, are other
veterans returning from the 194849 team, which compiled a tenwin, seven-loss record. What basThe Dutchmen open the season ketball material the Freshman
by playing host to Western Michi- Class will produce remains to be
gan on December 6. The perennial- seen.
ly strong Western Michigan squad
The big battle this year will be
will be under the tutelage of a to displace strong Hillsdale as
new coach, Bill Perigo, whose MIAA champions. Hope seems to
teams at Benton Harbor High be the team to do it, as it was
School have always turned in out- the only squad to beat Hillsdale
standing records.
in league play last season.
The most difficult task facing
Coach DeVette is t h a t of finding a
suitable replacement for all-MIAA
forward, Herk Buter, the only
member of last year's team lost
by graduation. At the present it
appears that returning lettermen
Jack Marema and Duane Peekstok
have the inside edge, but the position is still open.
The four returning regulars are
all-MIAA forward Bud VandeWege; Paul Muyskens, high scoring pivot-man; and Nick Yonker

However, Hope's strong team
will face a much tougher schedule
than it faced last season with
Western M i c h i g a n and Central
Michigan, both l a r g e r schools,
having been added to the schedule.
Coach DeVette has been working
with most of the members of the
squad for several weeks, and a f t e r
the football season closes the full
squad will begin to work in earnest
in preparation for the opening
contest.

Hope Harriers Lose Clear The Gutters,
To Albion and Kazoo Girls' Bowling's On
Hope College's Harriers were
handed their first loss of the season on November 5, when Albion
set them back, 17 to 44, with Hagadone of the Britions taking first
place.
On November 12, the Dutch absorbed another defeat, dropping to
third place in the MIAA, as Kalamazoo won, 28 to 30.

Huyser of

Hope was the first man across in
this meet with a time of 22 minutes and 36 seconds.
Following Huyser in the Kazoo
meet were Winkler (K), Rendell
(H),

Tripp

Hastings
(K),

(H),

Ketcham

(K), Grant

Binhammer

(K),

(K),
Zuhl

(K), VanHeest

( H ) , Stommen (K), Campbell ( H ) .

"Strike one, and t h a t ' s all sist e r ! " No, this is not a new way of
playing softball, in case you are
wondering. It marks instead one
of the familiar phrases in bowling.
You've guessed it — women's bowling has begun again, and each Friday afternoon sees some interesting
results at the bowling alley.
Between the pin girls and the
balls which hit the alley f o r the
first time half way down. Miss Van
has a hard time appeasing the
management. But then there is a
brighter side to the story, and
some good bowlers too.
Official team tournaments have
begun, and among the victorious
teams are Beach, Fairbanks, Vorhees, VanVleck, and the Town
Girls.

All-MIAA Q u a r t e r b a c k Nick
Yonker and driving fullback Tom
VanWingen, operating behind a
rugged "Cabinetmaker" forward
wall, paced Hope to its seventh
win of the season and the runnerup position in the MIAA as they
slammed down Kalamazoo, 35 to
13, before 3,000 f a n s at Riverview
Park. The win was Hope's first
over the Hornets since 1940.
The Hollander's first tally came
late in the first quarter when Nick
Yonker passed from the Hope 39
to Ron Appledorn on the Kazoo 49
with Appledorn going all the way
for the score. Bill Holwerda booted
the point.
Early in the second stanza, a
Kazoo fumble on its own 28 set
up the next Hope touchdown. In
three plays, the Dutch scored with
Tom VanWingen going over from
the one. Holwerda again kicked
the conversion.

F I N A L MIAA STANDINGS
w
Hillsdale ....5
HOPE
4
Adrian
2
Alma
2
Kalamazoo 1
Albion
0
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POINTS

L T Pet.
0 0 1.000
1 0 .800
2 1 .500
2 1 .500
4 0 .200
5 0 .000

P F PA
108 23
A f t e r the last issue, we thought we'd gotten across a few pretty
112 46
87 80 good points. However, it wasn't long, before we found out that we're
47 70 no longer on the kicking end, and that for this issue at least, we find
54 117 ourselves on the defensive.- No less than four people have registered
33 103 complaints, directly or indirectly, concerning the previous sports page.
It's at least gratifying to know that we had four readers.
Scores
Before attempting to discuss or rectify these grievances, we'd like
Alma 20, Kalamazoo 7.
to raise one objection to the objections. Some of them have been rather
Hillsdale 20, Adrian 7.
indefinite, so when you have a beef, how about writing it out as clearly
Hope 21, Albion 6.
as
possible, so that we'll know exactly what you mean? Then address
Adrian 13, Alma 13 (tie).
it
to
this column and turn it in at the college post office.
Hillsdale 21, Albion 7.
The first complaint received was in regard to our suggestion that,
Hope 35, Kalamazoo 13.
"A couple of genuine games be scheduled to replace the bi-annual
religious w a r s which take place when the Dutch meet Calvin." The
complainant said that the Calvin games were the best tilts of the
season. We'll admit that he's right as f a r as excitement and interest
are concerned. Attendance at the games will support his argument.
However, we had reference to the brand of basketball exhibited in these
Victory number six was entered contests and still believe that it resembles a mediocre high-school class
in Hope's football record book fol- of play more than college basketball. If the goal is to draw large
lowing a lop-sided e n c o u n t e r crowds and whip the patrons into a state of near-mob hysteria, then
The Hornets then moved from against Albion, which the Dutch by all means Calvin should be kept on the schedule. But if the objective
their own 34 into t o u c h d o w n copped by a 21-6 margin.
is to provide an exhibition of top-notch basketball, it won't be attained
The win was Hope's third in by playing such a team as the Knights, where an intense rivalry
ground with Jack Davis crossing
right guard for one yard and the MIAA competition and insured the limits the possibility of a good brand of ball being played. It all
Orange and Blue of at least a tie depends on whether you want excitement or good basketball — there
score. Con Henz's kick was low.
A fumble recovered by Kazoo on for second place in the 1949 loop are strong arguments in favor of each.
the Hope 43 then set up another race.
The second grievance was the indefinite one. We received it through
With the passing of QuarterHornet tally with Bill Glennon
a go-between and it went something like this: "There's not enough
going 21 yards f o r the score. back Nick Yonker once again playschool spirit on the sports page." Just what this means, we're not
Henz's kick was good making the ing a dominant role, the Holsure, but imagine the person had reference to the streamer which read,
landers had little trouble with Alhalftime score, 14 to 13.
"Second Place Now Hope Goal." The fact of the m a t t e r is that second
In the third quarter Hope center bion as they shoved across tallies
place was the Hope goal, and we don't know of any other way of saying
Gene Campbell gave the Dutch in the first, second, and fourth
it. We like Hope as well as the next person, but when the skies are
their third scoring opportunity quarters.
gray we're not the type to paint golden sunsets. If the majority wants
The Dutch scored within the first
when he recovered a fumble on the
junk like, "A never-say-die Dutch football team battled to the last
five
minutes of play with Tom
Hornet's 27. Yonker went 18 yards
man, sweating with the toil of battle until the Orange and Blue of
on a quarterback sneak to the one Van Wingen shoving across from
its glorious jersies was fused into a deep purple, matching the setting
to set up the score. VanWingen the five-yard line. A 17-yard aersun which sank below the horizon as a lucky Hillsdale team eked out
then plunged across, and Hoi- ial from Yonker to Clair DeMull
a narrow 13-9 victory," someone else will have to write it. Until it's
werda's boot was good.
netted another touchdown in the
proven that facts aren't what most of the ANCHOR readers want,
In the fourth f r a m e Yonker second frame. A fourth quarter
we'll continue to give the facts.
passed from his own 43 to Don pass from Yonker to Ron AppleThe third gripe was that the account of the Michigan Normal game
Vanlngen on the Kalamazoo 40. dorn covered four yards for the
was
inaccurate. Our apologies; you're right. The paper that we hastily
Vanlngen scampered the remaining final Hope score. Bill Holwerda
copied
the information f r o m a day a f t e r deadline listed Tom Van
40 yards to score, and Holwerda booted all three extra points for
Wingen as having made his touchdown in the third quarter. As the
again kicked the conversion.
the Dutch.
complainant
correctly pointed out, VanWingen scored in the fourth
Eddie Leverette hit right tackle
Albion's lone touchdown came
period,
a
f
t
e
r
Holwerda's field goal.
for 16 yards and Hope's last touch- with five minutes remaining in the
The fourth beef allegedly comes from the members of the football
down with Roy Zwemer booting game and was set up when the
the point.
Britons recovered a fumble on the team, who, it is said, would prefer to have more material following
the games rather than devoting so much space to pre-game writeups.
Although d e f e a t e d by three Hope 17. Ira Guilford finally
touchdowns, Kalamazoo outgained rammed over from the six-yard We have felt that by the time the ANCHOR comes out, there are
very few people who haven't already gained a knowledge of the results
Hope in first downs, 16 to 14.
marker.
of the games. The representative of the football team, however, stated
W. IGth Street
Phone 4400 that the squad has had a good season and would like something to
remember it by. As an apology to them, the next "Points" column
will be devoted entirely to a summary of the 1949 football season.
The team has been one of the best in Hope's history and undoubtedly
EXPERT, DEPENDABLE CLEANING SERVICE
deserves every honor that could be extended to it. However, unless
See Dorm Agent
T. Barracks — Jerry Boerman
Col. Court — Link Merema more people express the opinion that g r e a t e r space should be devoted
to post-game writeups, the original policy, that of pointing to f u t u r e
sporting events and devoting a minimum of space to games already
completed, will be continued.

Dutch Win Sixth
As Britons Fail

CARLETON CLEANERS
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Students . . .
For Your
Sewing Needs

WHITE
CROSS
BARBER
SHOP

Come to the
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SINGER
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CENTER

• Basketball
• Football
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Dine-A-Mile

Formerly Beernink

Lawrence,

Inn

ASSORTED CHOCOLATES

Kan.

For a Special Graduation Portrait

Meeting the gang to discuss a
quiz—a date with the campus

Everything for the Amateur

•

ANSCO

Stop At

Regular Price
is $3.00

SUPERIOR

rendezvous. At theDine-A-Mite

THIS IS A FIRST

Inn, as in all college of!*campus

QUALITY CHOCOLATE

SPORT STORE

$1

Mite Inn at the University of
Kansas at Lawrence, Kansas is
one of the favorite places for a

FILMS
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CAMERAS

Fine Grain Developing on All Film
r
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Enlarging — Copying — Printing

haunts everywhere,
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frosty

bottle of Coca-Cola is always
on hand for the pause that refreshes—Coke belongs.

Ask for it either way . . . both
trade-marks

mean the same thing.

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY I Y

7 W. 8th St.
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Phone 2664

HOLLAND

EQUIPMENT
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queen—or just killing time between classes — the Dine-A-

KODAK
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COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF HOLLAND
O 1949, Th« Coca-Cola Company

If you have never been
lucky —
Here's your chance

Make This Your
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SHOPPING
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